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INTRODUCTION 

Whereas free string quantitation is by now part of the common know
ledge , ic still calls for some commenta : it is a gauge theory, for the 
gauge group "Diff * Heyl" ; gauge fixing has then to be performed accor
ding to the Faddeev Popov procedure and the ensueing Slavnov symmetry can 
be found, given local gauge functions. It is customary to work in a 
Landau type conformai gauge and furthermore to eliminate the Weyl ghost 
and antighost as well as the multiplier field so thct only a pair of 
diffeomorphism ghost and antighost are left over, besides the string field 
These eliminations lead to a loss of nilpotency of the Slavnov symmetry 
which, in the existing versions only holdB modulo the ghost equations of 
motion- The alternative use of the Hamiltonian formalism not only 
spoils the world sheet geometry but prevents a systematic use of world 
sheet locality which is necessary for an unambiguous classification of the 
anomalies. These questions have been straightened out recently , 
including the study of the localized Slavnov symmetry through the corres
ponding current algebra study ' and the supersymmetric extension . 
It is the aim of these notes to review some of these recent constructions. 

We shall mostly be concerned 'Jith the ona orbit theory in the con-
formal gau^e, i.e. ass'ime no global zero mode. In this framework, ye 
describe the Slavnov symnetry and the corresponding Slavnov identity 
(section II), the covariance under diffeoraorphisma, and the corresponding 
Ward identity (section III), the localized Slavnov symmetry and the cor
responding current algebra (section IV). Locality is used throughout and 
provides unambiguous answers, e.g. on the existence and form of the 
anomalies. 



In general, however, the conformai gauge is not a good gauge. In 

Che present framework, this is signalled by the presence of global zero 

modes which depend on the boundary conditions and have to be gauge fixed. 

As an example, the case where the world sheet is a compact Riemann surface 

of genus g > 1 is treated in some details (section V). 

Some concluding remarks are gathered in section VI. 

II. THE FREE BOSONIC STRING IN THE COKFORMAL GAUGE : THE SLAVNOV SYMMETRY 

We start with a string with world sheet E mapped into R equipped 

with a metric ( , ) : the usual (0,T) variables will be collectively 

denoted x » (x1, x z) and the string field by X(x) c R . g (x) 

a,S * (1,2) is a metric on £. Unless otherwise stated we shall work in 

the euclidean framework, i.e. both g** and ( , ) are euclidean. The 

string action is 

S. (X.g) - i / d 2x vÇ g a 6(x) O X , 3 X)(x) (1) 

(i.e. is invariant under the Weyl scaling g -+ e*g) it is convenient to 

use the following parametrization : z, z denote some complex analytic 

coordinales associated with a background (conformai class of) metric g 

and the conformai class of g will be parametrized by the Beltrami diffe

rential u ([u| < 1) such that 

ds* - i g a e dx
a dx 0 « |dz + udz|2 , |u| < 1 (2) 

S. can then be rewritten as 
inv 

The geometrical object associated with u is 

0 = v dz ® |j (4) 

It is called a Beltrami differential. It is a type (0,1) one form with 

value a type (1,0) vector field. It is convenient, in order to check 

the homogeneity of formulae under holomorphic changes of variables (e.g. 

change of chart on E) to think of u as bearing a lower index z and 

an upper index z (u ̂  u_). u is assumed to be C . 
z 

It is easy to work out the transformation of both X and u under 

an infinitesimal diffeomorphism represented by a vector fit Id 



v - Y 3 Z + v 3_ - tT-S) (5) 

5 X « (Y-3) X 
z 2 (6) 

^LJ - 3-Cz * C 29 u - u3 c* 

All formulae have to be completed through the substitution u -~* U 

z "-* z i •+-*• -i, denoted by "c.c,". It is easy to check that 

where [Y»>'J is the Lie bracket. 
The variable C (eq. 7) has 

connection with the question of holomorphic factorization of the Green 
functional in the conformai gauge. We shall return to this point later. 

Turning Y into a Faddeev Popov ghost (6) is transformed into 

s X « (Y-8) X* 
2 Z z W 

s u - 3jC + C z3 zu - U3 2C Z 

and eq. (8) becomes 

s C z •= C z 3 z C 2 (10) 

Note that in eq. (10), there is no summation over z, z. 
These formulae are easily obtained in terms of complex analytic coor

dinates Z pertaining to the complex structure parametrized by j ; one 
has 

d Z - X(dz + jdz) (II) 

where the non local integrating factor X fulfills (as a consequence of 
d 2 = 0 ) : 

- S-À + u3„>. + A3 V - 0 02) 

The action of diffeonorphistcs is easily worked out in terms of the 
Z variables, after an easy elimination of \ , using eq. 02). Note that 
in terns of C , all formilae are local, as a consequence of the elimi
nation of the only non local iteis which occurs in the geometry, naaely the 
integrating factor \ , 



Of course we have 

s1 - 0 (13) 

since all we have done is to represent Che Lie algebra of diffeomorphistnB. 

Gauge fixing is carried out as usual. The conformai gauge is charac

terized by the gauge function 

U - V (14) 

where u is a prescribed Beltrami differential. If one stays in a Landau 

type gauge, the multiplier field can be eliminated and u must be replaced 

by u everywhere. From now on we shall suppress the upper script ° on 

;,, remembering that u is now a classical field. 

The gauge fixed action is then 

f(x, u, vt c
z, cz, b . b_> 

gf 

v(x, u, û) + s (u, a, c , c" 

where b is the antighost, bearing the indices of a quadratic diffe 

rential to insure the homogeneity of the formulae. 

S. is given by eq. (3), and 

gh ' 2i 22 

with s'J as in eq.('J). 

Introducing sources coupled to the s-variation: 

s - , ^ î ^ ï [<*, ,x) + r s c z * c.c] 

source 2i 

the Slavnov symmetry eqs (9),(10) extended by 

s b - 0 S ("ce.") 

sx = s r - o 

is expressed through the Slavnov identity 

r dz dST/ss 6sV 6S 65 . 55 6S „ „ 1 , -, _ n 

/ - r r ^ f i x ' 6iJ +ôf 6c5- + Hb^ôir+ c- c- -J ( z - z ) ° 
For 

S - S . - S . + S + S I 



The Slavnov identity is a current algebra Ward identity for the 

energy momentum tensor components © , © — whose correlation functions 

are generated by functional différenciation with respect to M, û res

pectively. 

Note, in order to compare with the usual formulae, that eq.(19), 

derived as a consequence of the nilpotency property eq.(11) can also be 

interpreted as the invariance of S under the transformation I : 

s - s on X, 3E, T 

s u - 0 s b - £ x . ® 
zz 6u zz 

However s is only nilpotent modulo the ghost equation of motion. 

Passing to the quantum level amounts to replacing the classical 

action S by the vertex functional V which also takes into account one 

loop diagrams (and, here, only those) and requiring eq.{19) with £ 

replaced by T. 

The "holomorphy" anomaly is then found on the right hand side with 

a coefficient proportional to D-26 and Che local form 

I£ several charts are needed to cover Z eq.(22) is no good. One should 

then use e.g. eq.(3l) of ref. 3) and convert it into the present notations. 

III. THE DIFFEOMORFHISM WARD IDENTITY 4* , 5 )' 1 2 >* l 3 ) 

Besides the Slavnov symmetry associated with Diffeomorphisms and 

their gauge fixing, the classical action admits another invariance under 

the action of diffeomorphisms, which commutes with the Slavnov symmetry. 

Actually the action of diffeonorphisics is uniquely defined on X and -j, 

but not on C , b and the other fields. One set of transformations 
z z 4) 5) 

was proposed by C. Becchi , another one by L. Baulieu and H. Bellon 

They are equivalent modulo the equations of motion. We shall limit 

ourselves to the latter, 

The synmetry in question reads: 

3ftX = (X.3) X 

S.u = 3_AZ + A z3 u u3 A z 

A z z (23] 
6,CZ * A z3 Cz - C z3 A z = [A,C] 



and "ce."-

The confutation properties are 

f - . - . - V i - * [ , • . „ • . • ] 

with 

We have used the obvious notation 

1 - uw 

The last of eq.(23) is obtained by duality, 
riant- One may similarly infer the formula for 6.7. ~,X is not comple
tely computable by duality. It is only so modulo the ghost equation of 
motion, which nevertheless allous to write a Ward identity e.g. for the 
connected Green's functional (the Legendre transform of the vertex func
tional). Details will appear elsewhere. Either the Hard identity or the 
Slavnov identity can be used to prove the holomorphic factorieation of the 

4) 5) connected Green functional 

Z C(J x, J c. J b. u. "c.c") - l C U x , J c, J b. :> • ZcUx J, Jg. Z) (27) 

where J . . , is the source argument corresponding to the field in ques
tion. It is in the course of requiring the holomorphic factorization 
property that C. Becchi discovered that the proper definition of the corre
lation functions of the <B , ® — components of the energv momentum 

zz zz e &-
tensor goes through différenciation with respect to u, u and that the 
proper ghost fields are C . C , rather than y , y . 

-v 
u) may be derived from the action eq,(20) by putting 

C = b~— = T = 0 - 0 (i.e. forgetting the "(c.c.)" world) which reduces zz j. 
to the FMF action , including terms coupled to the stress energy tensor 
and to che Slavnov variations, and the S operation reduces to S ™ S ' 
except for the interchange su, sb • 0 into s_..i; - 0 s

F M c ^ * 5S/ÔU. 
s_.„ is nilpotent. One may similarly define a nilpotent s_H-. 
SFMS* 5rKS U a v " « » « " " < S L „ v * V !n-ii-0 ""' < SFHS * 5ras' ! 

only vanishes modulo the ghost equations of motion. 



IV. LOCALIZED SLAVNOV SYMMETRY AND THE SLAVNOV CURRENT ALGEBRA 

The Slavnov symmetry eqs.(9),(10) can be thought of as involving an 

"infinitesimal space time independent anticotnmuting parameter". This point 

of view which is conveniently replaced by the present one where s is a 

graded derivation, calls for Che corresponding generalization: can one 

construct an extension of s into s, , involving, besides the former loc 

variables, a space time dependent even field î.(x) (the localization of 

the ghost of the "small anticomnuiting parameter"), together with an odd 

•gauge field 

a = a M dx M , a (x) odd (2fl> 

serving as a source of the Noether current ce /responding to che Slavnov 

symmetry, in such a way that s* = 0 , and chat Che action S can he 

extended into an action S , depending on a, but not an X, left 

invariant by s. . Both s, and S, ùre assumed to reduce to che 1 loc loc loc 
"global" Slavnov symmetry and the former S for X = 1, 3 = 0 . 

Besides being a natural question to ask, this sheds a new light on 

the following little puzzle alluded to in the Introduction : "the anomaly" 

(c D-26) is found in the lack of nilpotency, at the quantum level, of the 

Q operator obtained by integrating the time componenc of the Slavnov 
2) 

Noether current . This result relies on a renormalization procedure 

needed to pass from the classical to the quantum situation, which is per

formed by using Wick ordering in a way which is not known to be unique and 

whose ambiguity is not known by virtue of admitted principles. 

Formally Q 1 appears as an equal time commutator teim for the Slavnov 

current algebra Ward identity. A study of that Ward identity, using the 

locality principle which leads to a parametrization of the ambiguities, 

should therefore show the result that its anomalies are rigidly linked to 

the "global" holomorphy anomaly, thus explaining unambiguously why the 

nilpotency anomaly is also proportional to D-26. 

ted. This does not completely settle the ouestion, but shows that the 

Slavnov current algebra cannot have more anomalies. The construction 

follows the lines of Ref. 8), which deals with the Yang-Mills case. The 

extension thus obtained extends the holomorphic factorization property to 

correlation functions involving the Slavnov Noether current. 

"Minimal coupling" is used throughout, i.e. the following replacement 

both in S eds.C3),(16),(l7) and in s eqs.(9),(10):6) 



•j - C - u (i + 6 z t z ) - e 2 B Z 

s * s . S - S, 
loc loc 

together with the adjunction of 

a. S - - H A s. A - 0 loc z z loc 

orrelatii 
are obtained by functional différenciation vith respect to 3 , S-. (Here, 
fc •= \C a = XS ) . One can easily check that Tp—I is the kncwn 
Noether current. 

[P=0 

The algebra thus constructed is isomorphic with a trivial extension 
of the Slavnov algebra. The anomaly of the corresponding Noether current 
Ward identity is thus 

„ r dz dz _z j_z - ,, „ /-,,•, 
ioc / ~~n~ ? e Q c - c - C 3 1 ) 

and its coefficient is the same as that of 6X (eq.(22)) to which it 
reduces for A = 1, fi - 0. 

V. CLOBAL ZERO MODES 

So far we have constructed an action vhich is well dîf'ined in the 
absence of global zero nodes, which is the case for ' .-C1 theory {" = R'). 
For other types of surfaces, occuring in string theory, the global zero 
modes have to be discussed in each particular case, and gauge fixed. We 
propose to do this, as an exercise, for Z compact. The constant zero 
nodes for X lead to the extension of the s operation according to 

s X = (y.3) X + c s e - 0 (32) 

c independent of x 

A convenient gauge function is f X s - dz dz where o is the den
sity which describes g in terms of the z, z variables. The corres
ponding Faddeev Popov tern is 

c _fl(v.5)X + c]c - dz dz (33) 

and the integration over c, c yields a determinant factor (/ c dz dz) , 
whereas the Laplacian has to be restricted to X orthogonal to constants 
with resputt to the metric c-

More serious are the zero modes occuring in the ghost sector: 



s •_ = 9 C + C ? •„ - -j3 C - 0 (3ij 

describes the conformai Killing vectors for the complex structure defined 
by L, as one can easily see by passing to the 2 variables (cf. eq.(ll)). 
As one knows the vector space of solutions has complex dimension 3 for 
genus g - 0 (I ^ s 2), I for g - 1 CI ̂  T 2 ) , 0 for g > 1. We shall 
henceforth assume g > I. 

The antighost zero modes fulfill 

O- - Z^3z - S^u) b z z - 0 (35) 

as one can easily see by integration by parts in eq.(]6),(9). In terms 
of the Z variables (cf. eq.(ll)), one sees that b is a holomorphic 
quadratic differential for the complex structure described by u. One 
knows there is none for g = 0, I for ^ = I 3g-3 otherwise. Let c , 
i = l,.,.,3g-3 be a basis of solutions, functionals of u. 

Applying s (eqs.(9),(10)) to eq.(35), with b replaced by : , 
one easily finds that sit is of the form 

sc1 = (23 C Z + C z3 H 1 + A 1. i j (36) 

where A : is a matrix independent of z, z, linear in C , and other
wise a functional of u fulfilling 

because s = 0. 

One then finds a new nilpotent s operation, including the invariance 
of the action under translation of b along its zero modes : it is suffi
cient to keep sX, su, sC and take 

s b = c.i> + b, sit (38) 

Z2 1 1 

with 

s b. - -c. s c - 0 (39) 
i i l 

c ; even, b. ô.d 
instead of s b = 0 . zz 

One still has s* = 0. That s, extended by eq.(3B) leaves S . 
invariant, is due to the identity 

ISÎ 1 si. - r> 



with s; given by eq.(36). 

In order to perfora gauge fixing, let us choose a set 'h.~, snoot h 
in J, dual to the systen 'iJ) : 

/ c^ h. dz d£ = (4j,h.) - c^. (4i; 

and choose as gauge functions 

(b, ht) , (b, sh.) {U2) 

of the ferraionic and bosonic type, respectively- In the corresponding 
Landau gauge, the corresponding Faddeev Popov Lagrangian involving the 
bosonic antighost c. and the bosonic antighost b., reads: 

*j, 
with the constraints 

<b, h.) = (b, sh.) = 0 (ii) 

The corresponding Faddee" Popov superdetenninant is 

|
*r (soi, h.J ) 

1 • l I (451 

-(s$ J, h/) (soJ, sh.)J 
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have reviewed recent reinvestigations of string first quantization, 
taking as an example the free bosonic string. Emphasis vas put on locality 
together with the construction of nilpotent Sla^mov symmetries. These are 
two principles which lead to a class of "DET'"s resulting from gaussian 
integrations. The test for the correctness and usefulness of these prin
ciples ic of course the possibility to construct sufficiently many obser
vables. It is however encouraging to see some puzzles resolved, such as 
for instance the difficulty to conctruct an off shell nilpotent Slavnov 

1) ?)10) 
symmetry '" * , as well as the tight relationship between the nilpo-
tency" anomaly and the trace or holomorphy anomaly. 

Of course, the route followed here is a bit strange : the gauge 
function L;-'J is only good if there is only one orbit under diffeoraor-
phisms '. Otherwise, one should choose an appropriate gauge function, 
which, for topological reasons, cannot depend on :_ alone, but also on 'J 
thus spoiling holomorphic factorization from the sta.t. Or.e thus comple
tely looses contact with holomorphic geota-try. Ine possibility is to 



The procedure proposed here, i.e. to 
gauge fix Che antighost zero modes signalling the inadequacy of the gauge 
functior may not be equivalent. On the other hand, it respects the contact 
with holomorphic geometry, 
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NOTE ADDED 

In section III we have for si.npli.city described the Diffeomorphism 
Ward identity proposed by L. Ba.u1.ieu, H. Bellon. This seems to be a 
particularity of the "b-c" system, whereas the identity proposed by 
C. Becchi holds for all conformai systems. It reads: 

J,-j - «Au a> in eq.(23) 

5,w - ()..3)<p * 0.(3 X 2 * -j3 iz)v , and c.c. 
*Jq * q 2 z q 

for u> of type (q,0) (q • -] for fe , q - *2 for b ). 
It expresses the invariance of the theory under a diffeoraorphic change of 
the background conplex structure parametrised by the complex analytic 
coordinates z. 
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